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“Enable them to
achieve their
goals!”

our mission

“The Regina Open Door Society
(RODS) is a non-profit organization
that provides settlement and
integration services to refugees and
immigrants in Regina. RODS is
committed to meeting the needs of
newcomers by offering programs and
services that enable them to achieve
their goals and participate fully in the
larger community.”

President’s Report
I have the honour to present the Annual Report of the
Regina Open Door Society (RODS) for the year ending
March 31, 2009.
2008-09 was yet another year of significant growth for
RODS. This is a positive development, because it reflects
the prosperity of the Province as well as the evolution of
Regina into a more diverse and cosmopolitan community.
In addition, it demonstrates that all levels of government
are developing an appreciation of the importance of
immigration and the critical role of settlement agencies in assisting newcomers.
RODS’ growth does not occur in isolation. A key strategic priority of the Board of
Directors is to identify and capitalize on partnership opportunities that allow for
improved service delivery and administrative efficiency. To this end, RODS is a
member of an education working group comprised of the three local school boards and
two other agencies. One objective of this collaboration is to open a Newcomer
Welcome Information and Assessment Centre that will assess the needs of newcomer
families and refer them to the schools, agencies and institutions that can best meet their
specific needs with the ultimate goal of adaptation and integration into the community.
Another key strategic priority involves RODS’ communication with the community in
which it operates. RODS’ staff and volunteers work hard to help clients adjust to life in
Regina, however there is also a need to consider what RODS can do to assist the
community in promoting a welcoming environment. Notable achievements to date
include the development of a new visual identity and website. A communication
committee has been established to assist in further addressing this issue.
In closing, I want to thank my fellow Board members for the support they have
provided in the past year. On behalf of the Board of Directors, I would like to thank the
volunteers and staff at RODS for their dedication and hard work in assisting RODS to
meet its mission. It has been a privilege to serve as your president for the past year.
Jim Fallows, CA
Board President
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A Message from the Executive Director
In order to meet the growing needs, over the past three years
the staff of RODS has grown from thirty-five to over one
hundred employees. RODS Administrative, Settlement and
Family Services are now located on the cusp of the downtown
in beautiful Wascana Park at 2550 Broad St. The 1855 Smith
St. location in downtown Regina is being renovated to
accommodate ever expanding English Language Services and
RODS Child Care Centre. We are sincerely thankful that
additional funding received from Citizenship and Immigration
Canada and SK Immigration Services Division (AEEL)
provided us with the opportunity to improve our facilities in order to welcome newcomers to
a quality, comfortable, and with the addition of an elevator, more accessible site! An additional location, half a block north at 2332 11th Ave., houses RODS Employment Services
Centre and by August 1st, 2009 this location will also accommodate a Newcomer Welcome,
Information and Assessment Centre (NWIAC) managed by RODS in collaboration with The
Regina Public, Catholic and Conseils des écoles fransaskoises school boards.
The Regina Open Door Society recognizes that the successful adaptation and integration of
newcomers into our society requires the full support, involvement and participation of the
community. While RODS has forged strong partnerships over the past 33 years to the benefit
of newcomers, in order to successfully attract and retain larger numbers of new immigrants
and refugees, the entire community must be educated and encouraged to participate. It is not
enough for those working or volunteering with newcomers on a regular basis to create a
welcoming community. It is through the support of encouraging employers, as well as
supportive friends, neighbours and the general public that we will witness successful
settlement, retention and integration. The Regina Open Door Society has undergone
significant change in order to remain at the forefront of assisting in the creation of a Canadian
culture, a way of life that builds on and respects existing cultural competencies, practices and
traditions while simultaneously integrating new skills, customs and ideas to shape a uniquely
diverse and vibrant Saskatchewan society.
In closing, I would like to thank the many volunteers who have contributed so much over the
past year to the successful resettlement and adaptation of newcomers to our community.
Numerous individuals are volunteering in the capacity of board directors, hosts, sponsoring
groups, tutors, and friends. Their volunteer efforts are an inspiration to us all. I extend a
sincere thank you to RODS Board of Directors for the counsel and support I have received
over the past year. Your commitment to the agency is genuinely appreciated. Finally, I wish
to express my heartfelt thanks to the dedicated and compassionate staff of the Regina Open
Door Society for their individual and combined efforts to provide quality, needs responsive
services and supports to our newcomer clients. I thank each of you for your professionalism
and commitment and for the additional effort you put into your work above and beyond your
regular responsibilities. I cannot express my appreciation enough and I thank you for your
patience and understanding during this time of growth and change. To all, have a wonderfully
warm Saskatchewan summer!

Darcy Dietrich
Executive Director
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our vision
“A Welcoming Community
Enriched by the Diversity and
Strength of
Newcomers to Canada.”

Settlement Services
Settlement Services offers the following: Resettlement Assistance Program (RAP), Immigrant Settlement &
Adaptation Program (ISAP) and Host Program.
Client Services
Over the past year we have been working on simplifying the information given to clients. Clients receive an
overwhelming amount of information when they first arrive. We have come up with some solutions and
ideas to help with information overload. Some have been implemented, some are a work in progress and
some are in the planning stages.
We are providing clients with a copy of the First Step Guide and DVD. It is comprehensive information on
housing, transportation, finances, rights and obligations, etc. It will be translated into all the languages of
our Refugee clients. The booklet and DVD will be an excellent resource for clients to find information and
review it as needed. It is currently being adapted for
each province.

Total Fiscal Year Arrivals
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When basic settlement needs have been met, clients
will do a self evaluation and settlement workers will
assist with a settlement plan and provide further
orientation, skill development or referrals to other
needed services at RODS and in the community.
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We are simplifying the information presented and
developing orientation, info and skill development
0
sessions that allow for clients to participate, practise
2005/2006
2006/2007
2007/2008
2008/2009
and provide feedback on what they have learned from
the session. We will also adapt the sessions to meet
the needs of different learning and literacy levels. We will provide ongoing monthly group information
sessions and skill development sessions in the client’s language. We also want to set up support groups and
a client advisory group.
50

We are currently in the process of arranging home visits with clients who have been in Regina up to 3 years.
We are assessing their needs, providing information and immediate assistance. We are ensuring their
families are living in a safe
Pakistan
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environment and providing
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further life skills when needed.
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1
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We have set up a drop in
settlement service office at 1855
Smith Street to provide clients
with easy access to services and
information.
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Current Case Loads Pakistan Rwanda Sierra Leone Somalia Sudan
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Clients enjoyed classes and information sessions provided by HELP (Home Economics for Living Project).
They provided classes on cooking, nutrition and budgeting to low income families, single men and single
parents.
We have been advocating to government and community agencies to expand their services to include
interpretation so all newcomers with language barriers are able to access their services when needed.
Settlement Caseworkers
Our caseworkers have assisted with the basic settlement needs of 89 newcomers and provided assessment,
information and referral services to 540 clients. We have worked on simplify the reporting process and
defining job roles. Staff enjoyed and benefitted from classes and training in English in the Workplace,
Counselling Skills, CPR and First Aid, Intergenerational Communications, iCAMs reporting and month end
reporting.
Health Care Facilitator
The health care facilitator has assisted clients with coordination and information on managing their health
needs. Assists with advocacy, interpreter arrangements, integrated case management, research, service
coordination with other community agencies, cultural awareness, confidentiality training, and other related
health issues. He is currently working with a group of residents to provide written health histories for clients
to take with them to medical appointments. He has and will be providing individual and group information
sessions on bed bugs, how to access health services, diabetes, G6PD, parasites and other expressed health
topics.
Host Program
Our program has received 58 applications and arranged 37 matches. 18 volunteer/translator volunteers
applied and 26 other volunteers for various services totalling 102 volunteers. She provided 6 group
presentations on hosting and 2 volunteer training sessions. The Host Co-ordinator attended 4 promotional
presentations at the Regina Police Open House, U of R Luther College, Women’s History Month and U of R
Refugee Group. She arranged 2 conversation circles and 6 Citizenship Classes. A blog was started for hosts
and 4 client evaluation sessions were held. Social events included annual summer picnic, World Refugee
Day and festive season party.
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Family & Support Services
Family and Support Services Unit (FSU) team offers direct services and supports to refugees and immigrants
in their efforts to successfully adapt and integrate into the Regina community through the following
programs: KidsFirst (KF), Families in Transition (FIT), Settlement Social Worker in School (SSWIS) and
Settlement Social Worker (SSW). Through the FSU programs, refugee and immigrant individuals and
families receive counseling services at a lay and para/professional level, educational and preventative
information/sessions and networks/referrals to mainstream service providers in the Regina community.
Referrals for FSU programs are obtained through self referrals, RODS staff and community agencies.
FSU 2008-2009 fiscal year has been marked with many challenges but most of all successes and
achievements in the area of programming and staffing.
FSU achievements are many and all are worthy of recognition such as the hiring of a Settlement Social
Worker position (through the SIS program), a .50 KidsFirst Home visitor position and one KidsFirst respite
spot in RODS Child Care. FSU team organized “Common Stressors” sessions for adult and youth students,
and collaborated with the Home Economic Living Program (HELP) to organize cooking classes for clients.
As well, the team was able to attend the following training and conferences: Counseling Skills training,
KidsFirst Growing Great Kids 3-5 curriculum, Children Exposed to Violence, Safe Talk, SWIS conference
in Niagara Fall, and Home Visitors “Celebrate the Stars that You Are” in North Battleford.
FSU Manager expresses a great appreciation for the team’s professionalism, dedication and hard work to
ensure 2008-2009 was a success for the clients,
RODS agency, the Regina community and the
Families in Transition
following FSU programs:
Families in Transition (FIT)
FIT is operated by a Bachelor of Social Work
counselor for refugees and immigrants who have
resided in Canada more than 2 years and less than 5
years. FIT provides direct personal and family
professional counseling and support, educational/
preventative information/workshops and networking/
collaborating with community agencies and funders.

Community Referrals
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KidsFirst (KF)
KidsFirst is operated by a Social Worker and a team of lay home visitors providing supports to refugee and
immigrant families who are pregnant or have a
primary child less than 5 years of age and living in
KidsFirst
vulnerable circumstances. KidsFirst aim is to obtain
optimal fetal development during early pregnancy
Effort on Behalf of Clients
239
and healthy child development. Trained home
Client Contacts
778
visitors offer home visiting services to families and
Client Visits
774
support parents and children in developing and
Closed Files
12
maintaining strong supportive relationships, identify
Total Year Individuals
188
family’s goals to improve life circumstances, support
Current Caseload
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families in accessing appropriate community
services and to self advocate. Important components
Admissions End-of-year
39
of the program include sharing information with
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parents information about their pregnancy and/or
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early child development through the Growing Great Kids curriculums, the ASQ and ASQ-SE screens, and
building on the family strength and successes. KidsFirst program is seeing children being immunized,
getting their doctors appointments, parents achieving their goals (i.e. educational/employment), child care
and transportation support, receiving affordable and safe homes, parents managing their family’s health,
children’s development being screened and referred to appropriate community services as required, and
parents making positive and healthy choices for their family.

SSW
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Settlement Social Worker (SSW)
SSW joined the team in August 2008 and is
operated by a Bachelor of Social Work
counselor. This position provides supports and
services to refugees and immigrants who have
resided in Canada less than 2 years. SSW
provides direct personal and family
professional counseling, educational/
preventative information/workshops to
newcomers and external agencies, and
networking/collaborating with community
agencies.

Settlement Social Worker in School (SSWIS)
SSWIS is operated by a Bachelor of Social
SSWIS
Work counselor who offers professional
Admissions End-of-year
93
supports and services to refugee youth and
Current
Caseload
87
their families who have resided in Canada less
Closed Files
6
than three years and attend one of the
Information Interviews
153
following Public High School EAL (English
Counselling Interviews
147
as a Additional Language) programs: Balfour
Referals Outside Agencies
39
Escort/Interpretations
Collegiate, Martin Collegiate, F.W. Johnson
94
Orientation
Sessions
45
Collegiate, Adult Campus - Sheldon Williams
Needs Assessment
27
Collegiate and Sheldon Williams Collegiate.
Life Skills
29
The SSWIS program works closely with the
0
50
100
150
200
Regina Public School Board (RPSB) and
Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC) to
ensure the needs of youth and their families are being appropriately met. SSWIS provides personal and
family professional settlement counseling services, educational/preventative information/orientation and
networking/collaborating with community schools, agencies and funders.
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English Language Services
The objective of the Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada (LINC) program is to provide basic
English language training to adult immigrants and refugees. LINC facilitates the social, cultural and
economic adaptation of newcomers into Canada so they become participating members of Canadian society
as soon as possible.
During the 2008-09 fiscal year, 418 individuals (as
compared to 308 the previous year) participated in LINC
classes. Outcomes measurement questionnaires are
conducted twice yearly. Over this time period, 97% of
clients indicated improved oral and written
communication skills, 95% indicated increased ability to
interact in a culturally diverse environment, 95% indicated
improved ability to independently access community
resources and services and 65% indicated that they have
participated/volunteered in the larger community.

Growth of LINC Students
500
400
300

200

# of Students

100
0
2009

2008

The LINC instructors continued to be guided in their
teaching by the Canadian Language Benchmarks (CLB) which are national standards based on a functional/
skills-based approach to language learning. Several RODS instructors attended the Saskatchewan Council
for Educators of Non-English Speakers (SCENES) conference in 2008 and four represented RODS at the
TEAL Conference in Vancouver. The latter resulted in our adopting a “RODS LINC Teaching Theme
Guideline.” RODS teachers also continued to take leadership in providing training opportunities for
prospective Teachers of English as an Additional Language in the Regina area. In 2008 – 09, RODS chaired
the Regina (adult) ESL Service Providers committee. This group met quarterly to share information and
consider how gaps in service may be addressed.
RODS bus service enables newly arrived women with day care aged children and learners with disabilities to
attend classes. It is also invaluable for educational excursions.
In November 2008, we were very pleased to commence offering a CLB 1-3 evening class for non-permanent
residents. In addition to the regular services provided for an ELS (English Language Services) class, RODS
has organized the client assessments for this program.
April 1, 2008 – March 31, 2009
RODS operated:
4 part time literacy classes
1 full time literacy class
7 full time CLB 1-3 classes
1 educational assistance class
3 evening classes (2 federally funded and 1 provincially funded)
1 conversation class led by volunteers from the University of Regina Seniors’
Centre
RODS ELS staff included:
8 full time teachers
9 part time teachers
18-25 substitute teachers (This list is constantly changing.)
1 regular LINC volunteer
1 receptionist, 1 program support, 1 student coordinator, 1 manager
RODS 2009 Annual Report
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Childcare Centre
The Regina Open Door Society Child Care Centre expanded again in 2008. We renovated extensively over
the Christmas holidays which included improving our floor plan and installing new flooring. We also moved
our infant program upstairs into a beautiful new space.
We are currently licensed for 12 infants (6 weeks-18 months), 15 toddlers (19 months- 30 months), and 30
preschool children (31 months- Kindergarten) for a total of 57 spaces.
Our staff continued to attend training and courses to grow as teachers in order to provide quality
programming that is developmentally appropriate, and considerate and attentive to the needs of each child in
our care. We strive to ensure that each child is able to find her/himself in the classroom and in the materials
used daily.
Goals for 2009
We are again expanding this year by adding another 10 spaces; 5 toddlers, 4
preschool, and 1 school age space. The addition of the school age space will
allow us to provide more flexibility to our families requiring respite services.
We have received permission from the Ministry of Education and our landlord
to renovate and create an outside patio space that will be completely enclosed
and safe. This area will include a covered deck with picnic tables, a sandbox and
some planting boxes.
Our KidsFirst spaces will increase from one to six this year.
We are very excited about these projects as they will be wonderful additions to our
program and better serve newcomer children and families.
We would also like to thank all those who contributed to the success of our child care program this past year.
We appreciate all your hard work in the community enriching the lives of our children.

Community Orientation and Summer Learning for Refugee and
Immigrant Children
Refugee and immigrant children have many needs similar to all children and some needs unique to their
personal experiences. Coming to a new country and adjusting to a new way of life can be difficult and
frightening. The goal of RODS Summer Program is to create a warm and friendly environment with an
appropriate program of instruction and activities, which provides opportunities for interaction and
adaptation. The Society is fully aware that a refugee child’s first impression of the learning environment is
affected by the manner in which they are welcomed and introduced to their new life.
The Regina Open Door Society in collaboration with Regina’s newcomer communities, offers educational,
social, recreational, community orientation and wellness learning opportunities to recently arrived refugee
and immigrant children. This initiative was offered to 80 children during the months of July and August
2008, covering the period of K to 12 school closures, a time when adult parents continue to attend English as
an Additional Language classes at RODS. The initiative provides essential support and educational
opportunities to vulnerable children at risk given their new arrival status, limited cultural knowledge,
language ability, and lack of personal, family and community contacts. RODS looks forward to providing
opportunities to ease the way to fitting in, by providing the services and programs that are best suited for this
population of children.
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Employment Services
RODS Employment Services (ES) help newcomers gain access to employment and training opportunities
with the goal of helping them build a better life in Saskatchewan for themselves and their families. Our
programming is divided between two programs: the Employment Connections program and our Career and
Employment Services (CES).
CES
The CES program is designed to help newcomers become training-or-employment-ready. Clients receive
one-on-one support from a counsellor in a variety of areas, such as income support, housing, childcare,
resume writing and job-search techniques. Clients also have access to short, one-week courses including
classes on topics like career planning and the steps required to gain employment.
Participants can also access specialized supports, such as funding for work-related items like work boots or
certifications. They may also be eligible for a paid work assessment; where they work with an employer and
a job-coach to address barriers/challenges and develop a plan for the future.
CES by the numbers:
One-on-one support and counselling to 290 clients in 2008-2009.
7 Steps to Employment courses to a total of 29 participants.
5 Career Exploration courses to a total of 37 participants.
6 half-day orientation sessions to a total of 14 participants.
Employment Connections
The Employment Connections program is designed to provide newcomers with industry-specific vocabulary
and knowledge. Through in-class instruction, participants become more familiar with common words and
concepts they will hear in their industry, employer expectations and workplace culture. Participants also
create a cover letter and resume, and may receive industry-specific certifications (i.e. safe-food handling
certification or WHIMIS).
Participants are expected to complete a voluntary work placement with the support of a job-coach. They are
matched with an employer to work between 40 and 60 hours in order to gain Canadian work experience. In
some cases the placements lead to offers of employment, in others the participants gain the confidence and
experience necessary to go on and secure another position in the industry.
Employment Connections by the numbers:
2 courses on the cleaning industry to a total of 25 participants.
2 courses on the food service/hospitality industry to a total of 13 participants.
1 course on the homecare/personal care home industry to 5 participants.
1 course on the food service/prep industry to 7 participants.
2 courses on the administration industry to a total of 23 participants.
1 course on the retail industry to 10 participants.
Looking Forward
This was a very exciting year for Employment Services, filled with a lot of growth and new programming.
Four new staff positions - two counsellors, an intake officer and a job coach - were added to the unit
bringing the total number of staff to eight. Going forward, Employment Services staff look forward to
continuing to improve program delivery to the benefit of our clients and to working in close collaboration
with our funder.
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Our hope is that through new and existing partnerships we can continue to expand the areas in which we can
offer training and support, including offering programming to help newcomers access labour-market
opportunities in areas related to the trades.
Enhanced Assessment and Referral Program (EARP)
The Enhanced Assessment and Referral Program provides for settlement and integration assessment and
referrals to community services for all individuals coming as an applicant through the Government of
Saskatchewan’s Saskatchewan Immigrant Nominee Program, their families and also for temporary
immigrants with a valid work permit, student permit of a valid visitor’s permit.
The project’s goal is to facilitate settlement and integration of new immigrants to the province through the
early identification of settlement needs and referral to appropriate community services and programs.
With the continued growth of the Saskatchewan
economy and thus the number of skilled immigrants
being brought to the province by the business
community, these services will continue to aid
immigrant families in becoming active and
contributing citizens. The numbers of clients served on
a monthly basis has varied between 17 and 144 clients.
We anticipate that in 2009/2010 these numbers will
increase dramatically due to the government target of
10,000 additional immigrants in the next 12 to 18
months.
Saskatchewan Nominee Assistance Program (SNAP)
This program was initiated to assist Regina employers who are recruiting foreign immigrant workers with
the development of Immigrant Workplace and Community Integration Plans. This is accomplished through
one on one meetings or through group sessions. Group information sessions are presented on a continual
basis to the employment community providing information on the benefits and obligations of hiring foreign
skilled workers.
The total number of sessions provided to employers were 15
The total number of settlement plans developed with employers were 6
Total number of meetings with employers were 20
Enhanced Language Training (ELT)
The ELT Program delivers language and employment related services to newly arrived highly skilled
immigrants in Saskatchewan. This program aims to facilitate the effective transfer of skilled immigrants
into the Saskatchewan Labour Market and aid them in having their prior knowledge and experience
recognized for work in Saskatchewan.
The program provides for a client centered employment assessment including personal action plans and
competency profiles. The program continues on with a 15 week training program in which Canadian
workplace culture and enhanced language skills are the primary focus. The conclusion of the program is a
work placement in their chosen field of work and the aligning of the immigrant with a Canadian mentor to
help them navigate the field of work. Having education and training recognized by local and Canadian
professional associations is also a service provided.
There are three sessions run yearly with 15 to 20 immigrants attending each session.
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Treasurer’s Report
Overview
RODS continued to see extraordinary growth in 2008-09.
Revenue of $3.8 million was nearly 30% higher than last year.
The growth in revenue reflects a dramatic increase in the scope
of RODS’ operations, as funders continue to recognize the
value of the services that RODS provides, as well as the
increasing demand for these services. As one would expect, the
higher program revenue was largely offset by increases in
expenses, primarily salaries, wages and employee benefits, as
well an increase in rent due to the additional location. Salaries,
wages and employee benefits represent 67% of RODS’ costs, as the services provided by
RODS are very labour intensive.
As is customary, RODS began the year expecting to operate at close to a break-even basis;
however the end result was a substantial surplus. The surplus for 2008-09 occurred because
RODS received substantial grants for the renovation on Smith Street, these renovations hit
revenue but not expense since they are capitalized. Because these assets have a useful life
that extends into future years, RODS only records a portion of the cost in its income for the
current year. RODS will continue to see the remainder of these costs amortized over the
next few years.
Cash went up significantly due to a combination of deferred revenue, deferred funding for
capital assets and deferred accounts receivable. We do not expect the cash balance to
remain at this level going forward, a large portion of this funding will be used on capital
improvements in the upcoming fiscal year.
Financial Management and Administration
RODS continues to strengthen its financial management and administration practices.
RODS continued improvement and implementation of the financial policy and procedures
manual. RODS also consolidated its bank accounts to ensure unnecessary fees weren’t
being paid for a service that wasn’t being used.
Results of the Year-end Audit
RODS was audited for the seventh consecutive year by Meyers Norris Penny, a chartered
accounting firm. Meyers Norris Penny has given RODS’ financial statements a clean audit
opinion; this means the auditor believes the financial statements fairly present RODS’
financial position and the results of its operations. The auditor has submitted a short list of
suggestions as a result of the 2008-09 audit. Each of these items is minor, however all will
be carefully considered for implementation.
Haile Berhe, RODS Finance Manager has been critical to achieving steady improvement in
RODS’ financial management practices.
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Next Year
RODS will be very busy in 2009-10. Immigration continues to play an important role in
Saskatchewan’s population and economic growth. In addition to providing services to clients, one
major initiative this fiscal year will be the Newcomer Welcome Information & Assessment Centre.

RODS Revenue
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For 2009-10, RODS has drafted a balanced budget. Revenue is expected to grow to about $4.7 million,
an increase of more than 20% over 2008-09. It is expected that these amounts will give rise to
proportional increases in expenses in order to deliver programs and fund salary increases for employees.

Rob Lowther
Board Treasurer
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Thank You!
Associations

Corporations
Canada Trust/TD Canada
Condo Regina Owners Association
Conexus
The Co-operators
Evraz
Loraas Disposal Services
Meyers Norris Penny
Microage
PC Place Ltd.

Individuals
Agnes Parisloff
Al Orban
Allison Marcil
Anda Dima
Anne Fallows
Annette Clute
Anthea Loran
Ayuma Ota
Bert & Dianne Poitras
Bruce Osiowy
Carmen Barber
Carolyn Ferguson
Catherine Arthur-MacDonald
Christine Reid
Cindy Leech
D. Carol Sigfusson
Darcy Dietrich
David Helmerson
Dawn King
Deborah Morrison
Denise MacDonald
Diane Ell
Doug Ferris
Douglas Jesse
Dr. Stephen G. Moore

Russell Metals Inc.
SaskEnergy
Saskatchewan Outdoor Environment Education
Saskatoon Community Foundation
Scotiabank
SGI
Squareflo New Media Inc.
Superior Vending Ltd.

Florence Stratton
Frank Kirkpatrick
Fred & Betty Anderson
Harry VanMulligen
Ian Currie
Jeannette Lowe
Jeffrey P. Reimer
Jim Fallows
Joe Hersche
Joe Jozsa
John Boan
Jonathan Hromek
Judy Penno
Karen Sax
Keith & Jean Picketts
Ken Wilson
Kerry Strathy
Laura Sheppard
Leah Sharpe
Linda Bandorf
Lorraine Weidner
Marian Grady
Marion Billings
Michael Stonechild
Micheline Brousseau-Lallre

Nathan Tarr
Nelida Ramirez
Nicole Shuttleworth
Nigel & Shelly Hill
Pana Merchant
R. Heather Bathgak
Rainie Evans
Raza & Nargis Bimji
Richard Balfour
Rita Mae Braun
Robert Bespflug
Ron Makar
Ruth Heinrichs
Sharleen Iversen
Shirely Leibel
Shirley Greff
Tammy Patterson
Theresa Davies
Tom Dickson
Tracey Peterson
Wendy Edwards

RODS would like to express appreciation for your generosity
in support of our programs and newcomers to Canada.
Thank you from all of us here at Open Door.

donations

Regina Community Clinic
St. Gabriel School
Regina Public School Board
St. Peters Church
Resurrection Parish
Outreach Ministry of Knox Metropolitan Church
Rotary Club of Regina Eastview Inc.

Volunteer Board of Directors
President:

Jim Fallows, CA
Executive Director, Cash & Debt Management
Saskatchewan Ministry of Finance

Vice-President:

Tim Nickel, M.Ed., Reg. Psych.
Dispute Resolution Consultant, Dispute Resolution Office
Government of Saskatchewan

Secretary:

Anda Dima
Education Consultant, Learning & Development
Regina Qu'Appelle Health Region

Treasurer:

Robert J. Lowther, BBA
Capital Financial Analyst
Mosaic Potash

Members-at-Large:

Kerrie Strathy, B.A, M.A., M.C.Ed
Division Head, Seniors Education Centre
University of Regina

Marion Billings
Instructor, ESL Program
University of Regina

Joe Jozsa
Community Planner
Self Employed

Matt Sirois
Barrister and Solicitor
Gates & Company

Brandi Ottenbreit, CMA
Assistant Controller
Saskatchewan Gaming Corporation

Diane Ell
Communications Manager
SaskCulture Inc.

Nigora Yulyakshieva, P. Eng
Manager, Roadways Preservation
City of Regina
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In spring 2008, RODS Board of Directors approved a new logo communicating
at a glance - change, diversity, welcome. Inspired by a desire to celebrate our
past and in turn recognize the need for change, RODS propelled its traditional
logo into the future by approving a new updated format. The diverse,
open-armed, welcoming figures were maintained, as was the customary blue
colour. In addition, vibrant tones of green & orange were added and emphasis
was placed on the words “Open Door”, symbolizing the welcoming nature and
heart of the organization. Please visit our website at www.rods.sk.ca to view
the new look and the on-going updates.

Funders
Open Door would like to gratefully acknowledge this year’s funders:
Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC)
Saskatchewan Advanced Education, Employment and Labour - Immigration Services
Saskatchewan Advanced Education, Employment and Labour - Canada-Saskatchewan
Career and Employment Services
Regina Qu’Appelle Health Region - KidsFirst Regina
United Way of Regina
Ministry of Education - Early Learning and Child Care Branch
Community Initiatives Fund (CIF)
Human Resources and Skills Development Canada (HRSDC)
Saskatchewan Employment Experience (SEE)
Regina Public School Board
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2550 Broad Street
Regina, Saskatchewan
S4P 3Z4
Tel: (306) 352-3500
Fax: (306) 757-8166
Website: www.rods.sk.ca

